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Once more, dear reader, I
put on my hazmat suit and
enter the fake world where
SARS-Cov2 exists, the Delta
Variant exists, the test is
meaningful, the case
numbers are real, and the
vaccine makes sense. These
are all lies, as I’ve been
proving for the past year,
but even within the fake
world of those lies, the
experts can’t keep their
stories straight; they
contradict themselves, they
expose their own
fabrications, and they try to
cover up those exposures
with new pathetic
fabrications. Here we go:

RT, July 30 [1] [1a]: “The
CDC has released a study
backing up its decision to
recommend indoor masking
for both vaccinated and
unvaccinated Americans.
The study examined one
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outbreak and found three-
quarters of people testing
positive were vaccinated.”

“The CDC released that
evidence on Friday. In a
study of 469 cases of Covid-
19 that broke out in the
resort town of Cape Cod,
Massachusetts, earlier this
month, 74% occurred in
‘fully vaccinated persons.’
Four out of five patients
hospitalized were fully
vaccinated, and on average
the inoculated had
completed their two rounds
of doses only 86 days before
infection.”

Oops.

“Lab testing revealed that
90% of all the Cape Cod
infections involved the
Delta variant of the
coronavirus.”

Oops again. So fully
vaccinated people are
infected with the Delta
Variant.

“The study appears to
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negate the argument by top
health officials that
unvaccinated Americans are
responsible for the fourfold
rise in Covid-19 cases in the
US since June. ‘This is an
issue predominantly among
the unvaccinated, which is
the reason why we’re out
there, practically pleading
with the unvaccinated
people to go out and get
vaccinated,’ White House
coronavirus adviser [and
psychopathic liar] Dr.
Anthony Fauci told CNN on
Sunday, adding that the US
is currently moving ‘in the
wrong direction’ with
regard to stamping out
Covid-19.”

Yet another oops.

“The [CDC] report lends
weight to the argument that
the current crop of vaccines
aren’t as effective against
the Delta variant, although
the CDC and World Health
Organization (WHO) both
insist that vaccination is
effective against ‘severe
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disease and death’ from the
virus, to quote WHO
technical lead Maria Van
Kerkhove in a briefing
earlier on Friday.”

More nonsense. As I’ve
been reporting for months,
the 3 clinical trials of the
major COVID vaccines were
DESIGNED to only prove
the vaccine could protect
against mild disease; e.g., a
cough, or chills and fever.
Not severe disease. [2]

The CDC new Cape Cod
study of vaccinated people
has caused a firestorm
among “the experts.” A
member of the White House
coronavirus coffee klatch,
Ben Wakana, is claiming
only a very small percentage
of vaccinated people (who
are infected with the virus)
can transmit it to others.

RT: “[However] the CDC
study noted that similarly
high viral loads were found
in vaccinated and
unvaccinated people.
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Walensky [head of the CDC]
stated on Friday that ‘high
viral loads suggest an
increased risk of
transmission’ and raised
concern that ‘vaccinated
people infected with Delta
can transmit the virus’.”

RT: [But] “The study itself
is less alarmist, stating that
‘microbiological studies are
required to confirm these
findings’ [that vaccinated
people who are infected can
spread the virus.]”

Well, if the vaccinated and
unvaccinated both have
high loads of the virus, why
wouldn’t vaccinated people
spread the virus easily to
others? Is there some magic
set of walls in the vaccine
that keeps the virus locked
up inside the body?

And there you have it, the
latest revelations about the
vaccine, the virus, the Delta
Variant, viral transmission,
and the attempt to cover up
the whole business up after
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it’s gone public.

The next time someone tells
you it’s the duty of all
Americans to take the shot
in the arm, say, “Of course
you’ve heard about the new
Cape Cod study, right?”

“What? What’s that?
Codfish are filled with toxic
mercury? They’re dying
because of global
warming?”

“No. Lots of vaccinated
people still have the killer
virus in their bodies. And
it’s alive. And it spreads
from person to person.”

“That can’t be true. Dr.
Fauci didn’t say that.”

“Well, he was on vacation
when the study came out.
Inside sources say he’s
dumbfounded. Fully
vaccinated people have
loads and loads of the virus
still in their bodies. They’re
walking time bombs. That’s
why we have to wear masks,
even after we get the shot.”
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“Do we have to wear masks
while we’re in the
bathroom? While we’re
having sex?”

“Absolutely. Two masks
while you’re having sex.
And no kissing, even
through the masks. No
talking, either. Talking can
spread the virus.”

“I didn’t know that.”

“Hey, I’m risking my life
right now talking to you.
But I’m willing to take the
risk, for all of humanity.”

“I appreciate that. But what
do we do? Do we get
vaccinated again?”

“That won’t help. Just wear
the mask. Shut up. Stay
indoors. In another few
years, the doctors might
have an answer.”

And that concludes today’s
episode of The Wild and
Wacky World of COVID,
where the fake virus is real,
there is a Delta Variant, and
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the vaccine makes sense.
These lies are brought to
you by Force the Vaccine
into Every Arm Everywhere,
a non-profit organization
funded by Lunatics on the
March, a subsidiary of
Corporate Cowards Folding
Up under Pressure from the
White House.

SOURCES:

[1]
https://www.rt.com/usa/530741-
cdc-vaccine-delta-study-
masks/

[1a] “Outbreak of SARS-
CoV-2 Infections, Including
COVID-19 Vaccine
Breakthrough Infections,
Associated with Large
Public Gatherings —
Barnstable County,
Massachusetts, July 2021”
(https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/70/wr/mm7031e2.htm)

[2]
blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/09/24/covid-
vaccine-clinical-trials-
doomed-to-fail-fatal-
design-flaw/
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(To read about Jon’s mega-
collection, The Matrix
Revealed, click here.)

Jon Rappoport

The author of three explosive
collections, THE MATRIX
REVEALED, EXIT FROM
THE MATRIX, and POWER
OUTSIDE THE MATRIX, Jon
was a candidate for a US

Congressional seat in the 29th

District of California. He
maintains a consulting
practice for private clients,
the purpose of which is the
expansion of personal
creative power. Nominated
for a Pulitzer Prize, he has
worked as an investigative
reporter for 30 years, writing
articles on politics, medicine,
and health for CBS
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Healthwatch, LA Weekly,
Spin Magazine, Stern, and
other newspapers and
magazines in the US and
Europe. Jon has delivered
lectures and seminars on
global politics, health, logic,
and creative power to
audiences around the world.
You can sign up for his free
NoMoreFakeNews emails
here or his free
OutsideTheRealityMachine
emails here.

This entry was posted in Covid,
Medical Fraud, Science Fraud and
tagged virus.
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Karen Bracken says:

Jon…..you MUST see this 17
min. interview with Stew
Peters and Canadian Patrick
King. YOU have been
vindicated. COVID cannot
be proven in Canadian court
proceeding. They cannot
provide proof it was ever
isolated. Canada has
downgraded COVID to a
mild flu. This is a real
bombshell interview.
PLEASE listen.
https://rumble.com/vkorz0-
freedom-fighter-court-
victory-ends-masking-
shots-quarantine-in-
alberta.html

Reply

August 4, 2021 at 9:28 am

Sean says:

This is great news.
Great work by this
activist. Thanks for
sharing.

Reply

August 4, 2021 at 10:36 am

Jimmy says:

Canada has
not
“downgraded
Covid to a
mild flu.”
Alberta has
done this.
While a few

August 4, 2021 at
3:21 pm

https://rumble.com/vkorz0-freedom-fighter-court-victory-ends-masking-shots-quarantine-in-alberta.html
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/08/04/three-quarters-of-new-covid-cases-are-in-vaccinated-people-cdc-study/?replytocom=464177#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/08/04/three-quarters-of-new-covid-cases-are-in-vaccinated-people-cdc-study/?replytocom=464202#respond
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other
provinces
have
dropped
their
mandates,
most
provinces
are still
holding the
line and
continuing
the lie.

Reply

Myles says:

Caveat: As a
Canadian, a can
reassure you Canada
has no downgraded
to Flu status.

The gentlemen in
the video was from
Alberta, where, with
Saskatchewan, they
implemented a
government
mandate to NOT
wear masks.
Those Prvonces
followed the lead of
British Columbia
(Canada’s warmest
area, big hint!),
where Covid
restrictions were
much milder during
this madness.

August 4, 2021 at 7:24 pm
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Unfortunately, in
most of the other
Provinces,
restrictions still
apply.

Along with all this –
fake cases are again
‘surging’ across the
Country (except in
AB/SK – where they
no longer test
asymptomatic
persons).

The ‘delta’ fake
variant (how does
something dead
mutate anyways!?)
Is being plastered all
over our
propaganda news
cycle.
Luckily we live next
door to our brothers
in the US, as many
Canadaians fell and
inherent ‘Patriotism
that is spawned, not
from OUR history,
but from Americans
(thank you again my
friends)

Reply

ReluctantWarrior says:

I’ve pretty much had it with
all the BS being handed
down by the white shirted
Gods of the Medical

August 4, 2021 at 9:41 am
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Establishment and their
government stooges. I say
with regard to new
lockdowns and mandates,
because of the so called
‘Delta Variant’, bring it…. I
am ready, willing and able
to defy these
unconstitutional edicts with
the force of all my being. I
do not fear it. I will not
comply with any new
mandates and will
demonstrate my opposition
as such in my daily actions,
in my writing (the pen is
mightier than the sword)
and in every way humanly
possible for I am on the true
and only road to freedom…
the one that leads through
the human heart and ends
in the heart of the universe.
Let these tyrannical
measures be the blood of
our new birth!

Reply

stephen langley
says:

I’m with you,
brother !

Reply

August 4, 2021 at 9:58 am

ReluctantWarrior
says:

I’m a proud
social

August 4, 2021 at
12:22 pm

https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/08/04/three-quarters-of-new-covid-cases-are-in-vaccinated-people-cdc-study/?replytocom=464181#respond
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hugger!

Reply

Marilyn Shepherd
says:

In Australia ever
shill peddling the
crap gets money
from bit pharma,
one of the worst
places who claimed
to have isolated the
virus got $3 million
from Pfizer in a
collusion in late
2019, another is a
former diplomat in
the Bill Gates
foundation now,
another is a former
public servant
psychologist and in
CEPI for years. She
is also the sister in
law of the spiv Brett
Sutton who was
funded by a Bill
Gates Institute till a
couple of years ago
and now is CHO of
Victoria.

He used the
discarded BGI Pfizer
”tests” to pretend
there was an
outbreak in Victoria
and closed the state
for 6 of the last 16
months.

August 4, 2021 at 5:31 pm
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There is an old
former doctor, now
WHO ”adviser”,
another WHO
advisor, another
voodoo doc who
works for a Gates
foundation and not
one word of truth
can escape thanks to
a dirty deal made
with the
government, Google,
Microsoft, GAVI, big
pharma, all the
media and all the
universities. Sort of
the world’s worst
stitch up of wall to
wall propaganda

Reply

bob says:

Sorry, but “pretty
much had it” is an
anemic and
narcissistic
response. I can’t
imagine why anyone
would care that
some particular
individual has
“pretty much had
it”. When will
people start to react
to this monumental
scam forcefully, as
true men and
women?

August 4, 2021 at 6:48 pm
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Reply

mary says:

Well said.I concur.

Reply

August 5, 2021 at 10:01 am

Neo- Paradigm says:

Oops! Another outbreak
among the vaccinated in
MA.

https://www.berkshireeagle.com/coronavirus/north-
adams-commons-covid-
outbreak/article_8b7b2dde-
f47e-11eb-ad36-
0f80b97dca94.html

Reply

August 4, 2021 at 9:55 am

Marilyn Shepherd
says:

Be clear they are not
outbreaks of
anything, they are
new diseases caused
by the jabs

Reply

August 4, 2021 at 5:32 pm

stephen langley says:

But of course, most
Americans are under deep
mind control… can’t think
critically, so default to what
their “handler(s) say to help
them decode and resolve all

August 4, 2021 at 9:56 am
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these oh so difficult
“confusing” facts. Confusion
is a tactic of war. It creates
breaks in the ranks of
opposition and demoralizes
morale… it’s part of
psychological operations in
this war of attrition.
Referring back to one of
your recent posts: Now is
REALLY not the time to
fold. Thank you and
blessings.

Reply

Rick in Phoenix
says:

In addition to
inability to think
critically, there is a
blanket of silence
regarding anything
on the covid related
topics… in real
social space. It’s
taboo now because
its “controversial”.

Masked people
refuse to talk and
when they do,
they’re muffled so I
can’t hear exactly
what they said.
Unmasked people
may be vaxxed or
unvaxxed… I’m
unable to
distinguish so
unable to break the

August 4, 2021 at 10:49 am
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ice in small talk.

Jon’s imaginary
conversation above
cannot even occur at
this point.
Americans, or what-
used-to-be-
ordinary-people
around the world…
are just going-along-
to-get-along with
zero reference
points to what-used-
to-be-freedom… in
their minds. They’ve
become
“humanOIDS”…
apparently without
conscience, obedient
to authoritarian
edicts, fully capable
of cognitive
dissonance without
hesitation.

“I’m not going to
argue with you” is
probably the single
most important
defense against
thought that these
humanoids have
that I’ve
encountered. I will
say “I’m not arguing
with you, it’s a fact
you can check
yourself… the
existence of a virus
has not been
proven”. Another
retort is “whatever”.
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Or “I’m not taking
any chances”.
Conversations I’m
having simply dead-
end after one or two
back and forths
before becoming
frightening.

Reply

ReluctantWarrior
says:

My confusion has
cleared [almost from
the get go I might
add]. I completely
understand what is
being done and, as
previously
mentioned, I won’t
stand for it. I think
Jon is right the real
number of
American’s who
wont take the jab is
being hidden or at
least downplayed.
Still it is sad to see
how many have
taken the jab like
some of my loved
ones. The human
body is the last
frontier for
colonization by the
the lords of the
rising tyranny.

Reply

August 4, 2021 at 12:29 pm
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Rachel says:

I notice the CDC, the
WHO, and Fauci
keep changing the
narrative too. Today
the CDC is saying
that 90% or some
huge number of
Covid
hospitalizations are
among the
unvaxxed. And
previous infection
won’t protect you
like the jab will.

No one points out
these incongruities
and how the story
changes by the same
person. Day to day.
No admission that a
change has
occurred.

I have zero trust or
impatience for the
liars orchestrating
this. And zero
sympathy for
anyone stupid
enough to keep
believing them.
Some people prefer
violent, abusive
domestic partners.
Half the people in
the world want a
brutal, dishonest,
cruel totalitarian
state. If they die
from obeying known

August 9, 2021 at 12:42 pm
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liars it will be their
choice. Such willful
stupidity IS a choice.

Reply

Joz Lee says:

A MUST READ: Scientific
Paper Suggests Criticizing
Fauci Be Deemed a ‘Federal
Hate Crime’ “[T]here is a
troubling new expansion of
antiscience aggression in
the United States. It’s
arising from far-right
extremism,”

So ‘criminals’ in the name of
sciene do crimes and no one
can talk about it? FEDERAL
HATE CRIME?

a “modern day
authoritarian regime,” and
compares the intentions of
the Trump administration
and its “America First”
allies to Hitler, Mussolini,
Stalin, Marxism and
Leninism.

Kommie Watch

Projection 101. Saul’s
Alinskys Rules for Radicals.

When normal citizens are
asked about vaccine
mandates the Left wants,
the words Comminsist,
Stalin, Hitler, etc, all come
into play.

August 4, 2021 at 9:56 am
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“Accuse your enemy of what
you are guilty of.”

USMC_DOC

Well here, let me throw my
name in the “hate speech”
hat –

https://www.newsmax.com/us/covid-
fauci-
scientists/2021/08/03/id/1031032/

Reply

ReluctantWarrior
says:

It should be noted
that Dr. Fauci is 30
years behind the
science of
Immunology. What
does that say about
our Nation’s
response to COVID?
Not very good I
would say. It is not a
‘hate crime’ to say
this it is a fact of real
science and not
science that has
been co-opted and
twisted for the sake
of the power hungry
elites. Why are we
letting this false
prophet of doom
lead us over a cliff?
Just about 2 months
ago the medical
establishment
wanted his scalp.

August 4, 2021 at 12:13 pm
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What happened?
Remember his
emails that clearly
demonstrated that
he lied in significant
ways.

Reply

Larry C says:

“A MUST READ:
Scientific Paper
Suggests Criticizing
Fauci Be Deemed a
‘Federal Hate
Crime’”.

I wonder…Would
that be a Mortal Sin,
or a Venial Sin?

Reply

August 5, 2021 at 12:17 am

Mb in Mi says:

This is not good. So
many troubling
outcomes if the
“covid scientists” (as
they refer to
themselves) get
federal hate crime
protections…
Thank you for the
info

Reply

August 5, 2021 at 7:50 am

Nathan Lee says:August 4, 2021 at 9:57 am
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Cape Cod is essentially a
district in Massachusetts,
made up of several smaller
towns. In Wellfleet recently,
a man made up a story
about being eaten by a
whale and spat out. O,
Persephone!

Reply

Stephen Walsh
says:

There were eye
witnesses

Reply

August 5, 2021 at 2:47 am

Sean says:

Cape Cod study. Excellent.

Reply

August 4, 2021 at 9:59 am

Paul says:

“…adviser
[and psychopathic liar]…”

https://youtu.be/GjciBesIiPM

~

“The lawyer’s truth is not
Truth,
but consistency
or a consistent expediency.

~ Henry David Thoreau

“Never be afraid to raise

August 4, 2021 at 10:06 am
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your voice for honesty &
truth & compassion against
injustice & lying & greed.
If people all over the
world…would do this,
it would change the earth.

~ William Faulkner

“Don’t bend; don’t water it
down;
don’t try to make it logical;
don’t edit your own soul
according to the fashion.
Rather, follow your most
intense obsessions
mercilessly.”

~ Franz Kafka

“Patriotism means to stand
by the country.
It does not mean to stand by
the president or any other
public official, save exactly
to the degree in which he
himself stands by the
country.
It is patriotic to support him
insofar as he efficiently
serves the country.
It is unpatriotic not to
oppose him to the exact
extent that by inefficiency
or otherwise he fails in his
duty to stand by the
country.
In either event, it is
unpatriotic not to tell the
truth, whether about the
president or anyone else.”

~ Theodore Roosevelt
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“When a thing is funny,
search it for a hidden truth.”

~ George Bernard Shaw

Reply

Cato says:

Theodore
Roosevelt’s quote
would be spot on
had he referenced
Biblical Truth.
All tyrants have
done what was good
for their country,
from their, and their
follower’s, point of
view.
Such is the case with
our “leaders”, and
their followers,
today.

They are doing what
they think is best for
the country.

Isaiah 66:4
I also will choose
their delusions, and
will bring their fears
upon them; because
when I called, none
did answer; when I
spake, they did not
hear: but they did
evil before mine
eyes, and chose that
in which I delighted
not.

August 4, 2021 at 10:36 am
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2 Thessalonians
2:10-12

10 And with all
deceivableness of
unrighteousness in
them that perish;
because they
received not the love
of the truth, that
they might be saved.

11 And for this cause
God shall send them
strong delusion, that
they should believe
a lie:

12 That they all
might be damned
who believed not the
truth, but had
pleasure in
unrighteousness.

Judgment came
again and again, and
again, and for the
same reason.

Verbum Sapienti

Cato

Reply

A. Believer
says:

AMEN,
Cato!
Those who
have rejected
Lord Jesus

August 4, 2021 at
8:11 pm
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Christ as
their
personal
savior will
fall for any
‘spirit guide’
or fake that
comes down
the pike. I’ve
seen it many
times. They
believe in the
false religion
of
‘scientism”
and are
totally
fooled. They
trust in
corrupt men,
not God,
hence their
downfall.

Reply

Rachel
says:

I’ve
been
scratching
my
head.
Good,
decent,
moral
people
can
be
deceived
by

August
9, 2021
at 12:49
pm
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practiced
liars.
At
what
point
does
honest
deception–
making
them
victims–
become
a
sin?

The
sin is
idolatry
and
choosing
to
place
their
trust/obedience
in
those
they
know
to be
dishonest
and
evil.
Simply
because
of the
social
pressure
or
some
financial
incentive.
Or
insane
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risk
aversion.
Some
caution
with
infectious
illnesses
is
good.
Hand
washing
and
taking
vitamins.
Staying
home
of
you
have
a bad
cough
and
fever.
But
Lockdown
is
only
possible
because
so
few
actually
believe
in
Heaven
and
can’t
handle
the
thought
of
their
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own
mortality.

That’s
why
so
many
are
deceived
and
get
angry
if
told
the
truth.

Reply

Alan says:

In ancient
times, when
the village
elder
ordered the
sacrifice of a
child or two
at the altar
in order to
appease the
wrath of the
idol god, it
too was “for
the good of
the village”.

Reality and
facts do
matter.
Communism
is a false

August 4, 2021 at
11:28 pm
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ideology.
COVID is a
fake
pandemic.
Idolatry is
worshiping a
false god –
be it a craven
image, a
false
ideology, or
fake science.

Reply

nn says:

Major Bombshell Breaking
News!!

Start at minute 3.00 of
video!!

Jon, all you need to do is
simply write one more
article, with this evidence
being part of the article…
Huge win in numerous ways
for THE PEOPLE, once the
article goes viral!!

https://rumble.com/vkorz0-
freedom-fighter-court-
victory-ends-masking-
shots-quarantine-in-
alberta.html

Reply

August 4, 2021 at 10:49 am

Jimmy says:

I’m holding off

August 4, 2021 at 3:24 pm
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believing this until
the trail transcripts
have been released.
I hope it is all true.
Even if it is proven
to be true, the MSM
will ignore it. The
battle is far from
over. Stay strong.

Reply

Viktoria Sigrun says:

Branch covidians,
doomsday, suicide cult that
worships fear. Rev. Fauci
and Gates are its cult
leaders. Bunch of nut jobs
rolled into one.

Reply

August 4, 2021 at 12:10 pm

Kat says:

Are they really cult
leaders? Or actors
on a stage?

Reply

August 5, 2021 at 12:54 pm

Need A Ladder says:

All viral variants are like
snowflakes, no two are
exactly alike yet they are
still exactly alike. Corona is
a shape that is a variant of
another shape virus. It’s like
the claims of variant cars,
they are all the same yet all

August 4, 2021 at 12:20 pm
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different yet the same yet
different yet still the same
basically doing the same
task. Virology is junk
science. It’s a Hustle. I call
it a Hustle In Virology
(HIV).

Reply

Eluard says:

I wish there was a way to
quickly give a “hey, great” to
your commenters, Jon, who
are the most intelligent on
this thing we call the inter-
net. I always learn
something here from them.

Rick from Phoenix on the
“I’m not going to argue with
you…” Yes, I’ve gotten that
innumerable times. That
means: Leave me AND my
Mask alone. This is not up
for discussion.

And Stephen Langley, you
read my mind: I saw from
spring of 2020 that
Confusion was being used
as an essential part of this
Psy Op. They rattle you so
much you STOP listening
and simply obey. It’s
obvious. Well, to us.

Jon writes: “Hey, I’m
risking my life right now
talking to you. But I’m
willing to take the risk, for
all of humanity.”

August 4, 2021 at 12:24 pm
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And the guy (or gal) says, “I
appreciate that.”

As bizarre as the first
person is, that second
sentence says it all–a Total
Non Sequitur. A completely
meaningless response to an
empty statement. And
hence, the Covid movie. On
a loop.

Reply

arlene20 says:

Thank you Karen. We have
to get the word out

Reply

August 4, 2021 at 12:41 pm

Cindy says:

If the virus has not been
isolated then what is
making everybody
contagious/dead? It seems
to me that most of the
deaths reported are from
the people that got the
vax?? So is all the variants
in the shot??????? I think
so. They say there are
thousands of variants so
this is not going away ever,
they will always have a
reason to lock us
down/mask up……..they are
killing us. It appears that it
does not matter if your
vaxed or not, the unvaxed
can get infected by the

August 4, 2021 at 12:55 pm
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spreaders(vaxed)………so we
are screwed whether we get
the vax or not? Who the hell
wants to live in a #$% world
like this?

Reply

Luther R. Norman says:

Is anyone willing to step up
and challenge these
statements? In view of how
Dr. Anthony Fauci has been
called out and bawled out
by Sen. Rand Paul for lying
to the public in order to put
the nation under lockdown.
Lying to the public about
COVID-19 and it’s origin,
and perverting the cause of
science to back up his
falsehoods on coronavirus.
The CDC had to finally
admit they had a vaccine
before there was even a
virus to treat! Who is
zooming who(m) in this war
of words and
misinformation, purely
based on profitability by the
charlatans, Bill Gates and
Anthony Fauci?

Reply

August 4, 2021 at 1:08 pm

Roundball Shaman says:

“… I put on my hazmat suit
and enter the fake world
where SARS-Cov2 exists,
the Delta Variant exists, the

August 4, 2021 at 2:03 pm
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test is meaningful, the case
numbers are real, and the
vaccine makes sense. These
are all lies…”

The insanity over this ‘No-
It’s-NOT-a-Damn-Vaccine’
puncture of misery and
submission is beyond belief.
People have gone off-the-
rails crazy with the worst
kind of faux religious
zealotry madness over this
obscene violation of body
and soul and they are doing
this with (un)righteous
indignation and a sickening
stench of superiority. They
have wrapped themselves
around a fake dogma of
Fake Science and Fake
Experts and various public
figures who by their actions
have shown that what’s left
of the souls has been fully
purchased by the Devil
himself. Hope they got a
good price.

When so many people have
gone so far off the deep end
and turned their thoughts
and beliefs (and their very
self-identity and not to
mention the precious arms
of their children over to
lunatics in lab coats) in
their zeal for this
institutionally-sanctioned
abomination again the
Planet… it it doubtful they
can ever return to sane
society and thinking. They
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are just too far gone. And
that makes them a
dangerous wild-card for the
future.

If these aren’t the ‘Last
Days’ as well described in
the Book of Revelation, then
is sure is a damn good
approximation.

Hang on tight to your sanity
and your humanity (and
your arm), everyone. They
are trying to drive you crazy
and alienate you from your
very human (and humane)
nature. This is their long-
awaited full-court-press and
it is succeeding much faster
and easier than they could
have ever dreamed of.

This is truly one of the
Darkest Chapters in human
history – maybe the Final
one. Orwell’s Big Boot is
coming down on our heads
and way too few people
even care.

Reply

bolo451 says:

Just let this go viral
somehow ..

This entire pandemic is
R.I.C.O.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/FJW6G5oZifjP/

August 4, 2021 at 2:06 pm
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Reply

nohope says:

if anyone has telegram
check out
https://t.me/covidvaccineinjuries
. tons and
tons of stories about what
this poison is doing to
people . i believe its run by
@angelasfreenews

Reply

August 4, 2021 at 2:08 pm

Mos Craciun says:

The reference is an article of
“Russia Today” talking
about the new study of
CDC. On CDC site I couldn’t
find that new study.

If Jon or anyone else can
produce a link to the
ORIGINAL of the much
discussed CDC study , that
will be great , because I
want to see in original the
methodology employed .

Thank you !

Reply

August 4, 2021 at 2:18 pm

Geo Martin says:

If your
wife/husband
repeatedly lied and
cheated on you, why

August 10, 2021 at 9:14 am

https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/08/04/three-quarters-of-new-covid-cases-are-in-vaccinated-people-cdc-study/?replytocom=464270#respond
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would you be asking
to see their
methodology?
Sounds like
masochism to me. \

They lied and
cheated, and are
completely
unrepentant, that’s
all that matters.

Reply

Mos Craciun says:

Ok , I got now the original
study :

http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/70/wr/mm7031e2.htm?
s_cid=mm7031e2_w

Reply

August 4, 2021 at 2:41 pm

Will says:

“Is there some magic set of
walls in the vaccine that
keeps the virus locked up
inside the body?”

Ah, that would be the vax
passport!

[#sarcasm, in case you
missed it]

Reply

August 4, 2021 at 3:17 pm

FE says:

Four police officers were

August 4, 2021 at 3:37 pm
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suicided. Oops, were found
suicided.

The vaccines ARE the
“Delta” variant.

Hundreds of thousands of
brits, french, germans
protested over the weekend,
it was not about the
Grammys…

Reply

Ben Tucker says:

In a study of 469 cases of
Covid-19 that broke out in
the resort town of Cape
Cod, Massachusetts, earlier
this month, 74% occurred in
‘fully vaccinated persons.’

That was a week long gay
orgy. Evey transmissible
disease was there in
abundance.
I doubt you could find one
person there that didn’t
have some type of ailment
from being
immunocompromised.

[…]

Reply

August 4, 2021 at 7:20 pm

A. Believer says:

Those who have been given
the DNA changing shot
(with oodles of nanorobots
as a bonus) are getting the

August 4, 2021 at 8:14 pm

https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/08/04/three-quarters-of-new-covid-cases-are-in-vaccinated-people-cdc-study/?replytocom=464306#respond
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‘virus’. The ones I know of,
their ‘logic’ is that they have
to wear masks…even though
they got the shot, then got
“covid”, but they need to all
wear masks….man the
FOOLS OUT THERE
REALLY GET ON MY LAST
NERVE, YA KNOW??!?!

Reply

CK says:

IF the public could
understand how USELESS
the PCR test is, this would
be over! The PCR test is so
bad that’s all talk of “spiking
cases” and “COVID deaths”
and “breakthrough cases”
and “variants” is
meaningless! Perhaps this is
a distraction meant to hide
the fact that deaths are
increasing because
vaccinated people are dying
from the shots, not from
“COVID-19”.

There’s been too much
emphasis about PCR
“cycles”. We all know that a
high number of cycles like
40 is absurd but so is a low
number of cycles. Here are
some mainstream links that
unintentionally show why
PCR is useless for
determining infection. The
claim is that the COVID-19
virus genome is ~30,000

August 4, 2021 at 10:39 pm
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“letters” (nucleotides) long.
A PCR test ONLY CHECKS
for ~50(!) of those letters
for a match! How can
anyone claim that checking
for only 1.7% of the virus is
enough to determine you’re
infected with that virus-
especially when they also
claim the SARS-COV-2
coronavirus is 80% similar
to other coronaviruses,
which only cause a mild
cold!

The REAL purpose of PCR
is to manufacture a DNA
strand. “Primers” at the
beginning and the end of
the strand denote which
segment will be replicated.
Step 4 of this link shows
two typical PCR “primers”,
which only consist of 26
+22= 48 letters out of
30,000 letters!
https://www.otago.ac.nz/biochemistry/research/otago736925.html

A figure in this link shows
the 8 steps of PCR and how
the original DNA strand is
doubled with every cycle.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polymerase_chain_reaction

PCR is useless for
diagnosing COVID-19. PCR
is also used to generate the
genome sequence for SARS-
COV-2, which has never
actually been proven to
exist in the real world, i.e.
it’s computer-generated
(talk about circular

https://www.otago.ac.nz/biochemistry/research/otago736925.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polymerase_chain_reaction
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reasoning).

Reply

Toni says:

Thank you CK for
this post! Helps to
see this information
repeated on various
comments and by
journalists such as
Jon. Much
repetition oc these
facts/common sense
helps me to
remember them!
Another very good
“expose'” on Odysee:
“A Manufactured
Illusion…” Dr. David
Martin
Ph.D,businessman/patent
expert interviewed
by Reiner
Fuellmich,
international lawyer
constructing lawsuit
against the drug
cartels.

Reply

August 11, 2021 at 8:34 pm

Marlene says:

There was a quote on a
meme – can’t remember
who said it and not an exact
quote.

The intelligent person can
no longer say intelligent

August 5, 2021 at 8:55 am
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things, so as not to insult
the imbecile.

““Lab testing revealed that
90% of all the Cape Cod
infections involved the
Delta variant of the
coronavirus.”

I assume they know it is the
Delta because they are
sending blood sample to a
very highly specialized lab
that can do this type of test.
It cannot be done on site in
the hospital.

We also have the full on
engagement in the
“information war” as we
have people who are
experts in their fields, Dr.
Robert Malone – inventor
of mRNA and
Vaccinologists and Dr. Peter
McCollough, Professor of
Medicine and in Private
Practice saying

“This s Biology 101, this is
Genetics 1A, even a kid in
high-school biology knows
that Vaccinating people in
the middle of a pandemic
will cause variants” –
However, apparently there
are experts and scientists
WHO DENY THIS 100%.

Which begs the question –
why is there not consensus
on this? Which is pushing
me further and further into
the corner of VIROLOGY IS
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A BOGUS SCIENCE.
Nobody knows what they
are talking about.

How doe we know that a
virus is too small to pass
through a mask if there is
no virus.
WHAT IN G-D’S NAME
ARE THEY MEASURING?

I must pretend to believe in
the virus around my
frightened kids because
going further will only
damage my relationship
with them to the point of no
repair.

I have told them the 2 & 4
having to wear masks at
school is child abuse.
Have told them their private
school recommends that
every student the
vaccinated when the vaccine
becomes available is the
most disgraceful thing I
have ever heard, and being
a “religious” school is a joke
as they cannot be spouting
this bullshit and believe in
G-d at the same time.!!!

We are at a place in time in
history where everything we
once believed and were
taught is going to come
crashing down on us all.

Reply

Marlene says:August 5, 2021 at 8:57 am
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Leave a Reply
Your email address will not be published.
Required fields are marked *

Comment

Name *

virus too small TO
BE STOPPED BY A
MASK. OOPS

Reply

VC says:

“There is a cult of ignorance
in the United States,
and there always has been.
The strain of
anti-intellectualism has
been a constant thread
winding its way through our
political and cultural life,
nurtured by the false notion
that democracy means
that “my ignorance is just as
good as your knowledge.”

— Isaac Asimov (1980)

Reply

August 9, 2021 at 6:36 pm
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